Specificity of the polioviral proteinase 3C towards genetically engineered cleavage sites in the viral capsid.
In a study of the cleavage specificity of poliovirus proteinase 3Cpro, two mutant polioviruses were constructed to include putative 3Cpro cleavage sites in the BC loop of VP1. The BC loop of VP1 in the wild-type virus is the neutralization antigenic site IA, consisting of a continuous chain of nine amino acids (ASTTNKDKL). The first mutant, W1-1D-BC1, has four altered amino acids in the BC loop (ASTQGPGKL); the second mutant, W1-1D-BC2, has an insertion of nine amino acids in the BC loop (ASTGTAKVQGPGNKDKL). W1-1D-BC1 and W1-1D-BC2 were viable, grew to high titre and produced plaques of normal size. W1-1D-BC1 virions were resistant to proteolytic cleavage of the BC loop in vivo as well as upon incubation with a large excess of 3Cpro in vitro, although a synthetic decapeptide (PASTQGPGKL) containing the amino acids of the BC loop in W1-1D-BC1 was cleaved by 3Cpro. In contrast, W1-1D-BC2 yielded virus the VP1 of which was cleaved partially in vivo and completely when incubated with 3Cpro in vitro. Our results showed that an insertion of nine amino acids into the antigenic loop of poliovirus, representing a synthetic 3Cpro cleavage site, renders the loop susceptible to cleavage by proteinase 3Cpro, but that this cleavage is restricted if the loop is the length of that in the native virion. This result implies that, in this case, structural restrictions override sequence determinants for cleavage of the BC loop by 3Cpro.